Order Books Using UBorrow Expedited Service

UBorrow is a new service that promises fast turnaround times for book borrowing outside the NU Library system. If the book you want is available on the Chicago Campus, please obtain it directly from the library. If it is available at a NU library in Evanston, please use the regular interlibrary loan service. Otherwise, try UBorrow. See below for details.

About UBorrow

UBorrow is a service of the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (CIC), which is comprised of the universities of the Big Ten Conference plus the University of Chicago.

What can be Borrowed Using UBorrow?

You may request print books that are available (e.g. not checked out) in circulating collections of the participating libraries that are either:

- **Not owned** by any Northwestern University library
- **Currently unavailable** from any Northwestern University library -- checked out, missing, on reserve, or on order.
If an item is available at a Northwestern University library, UBorrow will give you the call number and location of the item and direct you to the Library Catalog to help you find our local copy.

If all copies held by UBorrow libraries are unavailable, UBorrow will let you request the item from a non-UBorrow library via Interlibrary Loan. (Loan periods and delivery times for Interlibrary Loan requests will vary.)